
Comments on Manchester – A Certain Future; 

Refresh 2013

Analysis
1)  There is a great deal to agree with in many of the specific actions, and the 
review of progress seems honest.  Our comments therefore focus on the 
silences of the report and the question of the overall coherence of the refresh.

2)  There is acknowledgement that economic growth led to increased emissions 
in 2010 but no overall acknowledgement of the informed consensus that 
growth is in fact the central problem.

3)  There is no other mention of the linkage between economic growth and 
emissions, nor of the evidence against the likelihood of an economy being able 
to de-materialise while it is growing.  SSM's In Place of Growth1 report reviews 
this evidence in some detail.  
This is especially relevant in relation to the total carbon footprint of the city.  
Adopting a total carbon footprint approach is to be welcomed, although 
progress has been slow and targets are not yet expressed in these terms.  
There does, however need to be awareness that the total carbon footprint 
dictates an unprecedented de-materialisation, not just of Manchester's 
economy but also of the economies on which we rely, having outsourced so 
much of production from here.  An adequate response to this will require 
detailed analysis of where Manchester's consumption is sourced from, together 
with strategies for radically reducing the most emission-intense elements.

4)  Aviation is put aside pending international agreements on climate, and this 
is a dereliction of responsibility for the people of Manchester and the world, 
especially future generations.  This is especially so given the likely scenarios of 
either a continued impasse or a woefully inadequate accord that could even 
paradoxically increase emissions through the financialisation and marketisation 
of carbon emissions and ecosystem services2.  In its place there is what we can 

1 http://steadystatemanchester.net/our-reports/   
2 Lohmann, L. (2009). When markets are poison: learning about climate policy from the 

financial crisis. (Briefing No. 40) (p. 68). London: The Corner House. Retrieved from 
http://www.thecornerhouse.org.uk/resource/when-markets-are-poison;  Tricarico, A, & 
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only describe as the bizarre notion of a zero carbon airport.  Let us be be clear: 
this means an airport whose flights contribute at present more than 15% of 
the city's total carbon emissions3 but whose ground operations are carbon 
neutral.  And that does not  take into account either people's emissions getting 
to and from flights nor the official strategy of the city region to continue the 
growth of aviation from Manchester airport.  Deckchairs on the Titanic may be 
an overworked metaphor but it seems pretty apt here.

5)  We welcome proposals (and progress to date) on energy efficiency and 
renewable energy sources.  However, there is no mention of the rebound 
effect.  Without a clear-headed appraisal of the likely rebound in energy use 
and consumption from energy savings, and a strategy to lock in the savings to 
carbon reduction deliverables, the strategy will not work and indeed could fuel 
a net increase in carbon emissions4.

6)  There is no overall framework that links the proposed actions to emissions 
reductions.  This is potentially dangerous since it means there is no basis for 
prioritisation, and no way of checking whether these actions make sense.  It 
might help to commit to material flow analysis in order to model and monitor  
the strategy and its real impacts.  In the absence of such practical 
theory-building the report appears to be a collection of fragmented proposals, 
many of them sound, but as a whole lacking coherence.  So there is a lack of 
real measurable and accountable targets; for instance, what is the target for 
renewable energy generated locally, the % decrease of car travel in the city, 
the number acres of land that will be set aside for food growing?  It all remains 
vague in too many instances, and it will be easy to self-congratulate on low 
attainment: "we have achieved our objective to... increase knowledge about 
renewable energy".

7)  There is some helpful treatment of the Greater Manchester dimension.  
However, we have argued that a truly green strategy requires a bio-regional 

Gerebizza, E. (2012). Why the lock-in of financialisation could further delay a low carbon 
and just transition beyond the growth paradigm. Presented at the International Conference 
on Degrowth, Venice: Research and Degrowth. Retrieved from 
http://www.venezia2012.it/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/WS_22_FP_GEREBIZZA.pdf 

3 Berners-Lee, M, Hatter, W, & Hoolohan, C. (2011). The Total Carbon Footprint of Greater
Manchester: Estimates of the Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Consumption by Greater
Manchester Residents and Industries. Small World Consulting / Lancaster University. 
Retrieved
from http://manchesterismyplanet.com/_file/t1CdrX8LUv_110758.pdf 

4   Blackwater, B. (2012). The denialism of progressive environmentalists. Monthly Review, 
64(2), 10–21.; Madlener, R., & Alcott, B. (2009). Energy rebound and economic growth: A 
review of the main issues and research needs. Energy, 34(3), 370–376. 
doi:10.1016/j.energy.2008.10.011; Santarius, T. (n.d.). Green Growth Unravelled - Resource 
Governance - Heinrich Böll Foundation. Retrieved December 6, 2012, from 
http://www.boell.de/ecology/resources/resource-governance-ecology-green-growth-rebound-e
ffect-15794.html; Sorrell, S., & University of Sussex. Sussex Energy Group. (2007). The 
Rebound effect : an assessment of the evidence for economy-wide energy savings from  
improved energy efficiency. Sussex: UK Energy Research Centre. Retrieved from 
http://www.blakealcott.org/pdf/Rebound_Report_UKERC.pdf
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(or eco-regional) dimension, that goes beyond the urban area and includes the 
material relations with the city region's rural hinterland both in terms of carbon 
sequestration and other ecosystem services but also in terms of the 
relocalisation of the economy.

Further comments in response to consultation questions
• Is it clear what the document is trying to do? Yes but because there 

is a lack of an overall model of the relationship between economic 
activity, emissions and climate, there is a significant danger that the 
authors are navigating without a map.

• Does it provide an overview on progress to date, and set out 
priorities for 2013-15?  Yes, the review is thorough and honest.  There 
are priorities set but they lack overall coherence for the reasons stated 
above.

• Is it clear what will have been achieved by the end of 2015? To 
some extent.

• Is the action plan sufficiently ambitious, yet deliverable? In the 
context of a climate and ecological emergency, No.

• Will it get us to where we need to be by 2015, on the way to our 
2020 targets? No.

Steady State Manchester, December, 2012

steadystatemanchester@gmail.com
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